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Welcome to the Super SA Triple S Investment Guide 
where you’ll find all the information you need to 
develop a better understanding about where your 
money goes and how to grow your super. 

Super is a long term investment and it’s important that 
you know how it works so that you can make the right 
investment choices.

Triple S has several investment options available for 
you to choose from invested across a range of assets. 
These assets include cash, fixed interest, property 
and shares and can be affected by factors including 
interest rates, inflation and global financial markets.

At Super SA, together with our investment manager 
Funds SA, we regularly review the investment 
strategies and options available to you. Providing you 
the freedom to choose the investment options that are 
right for you.

Let’s talk about your  
Super Investments
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1. What happens to my funds?

When you or your employer make a contribution into 
Triple S, or you roll in funds from another super fund, the 
money is used to purchase units in the investment option(s) 
you select.

The number of units purchased in each option will depend 
on the value of the units on the date they’re purchased. 
This value, or unit price, is generally determined each 
business day, in line with how the investment option is 
performing.

Therefore, the value of your account depends on the current 
unit price(s) of your investment option(s).

Units represent a share of the underlying investments in the 
investment option(s) of your choice and provide an efficient 
system for administering contributions and switching 
between the different investment options. 

Your account balance is the sum of the number of units you 
hold in each investment option multiplied by the prevailing 
unit price. A change in the unit price reflects changes in the 
value of the underlying investments.

While unit prices are generally determined each business 
day, investment options have been framed for investment 
time horizons of up to ten years and beyond. It is important 
to keep this in mind when looking at returns over shorter 
periods.

When you join Triple S, your funds are automatically 
invested in the Balanced option. You can choose to switch 
your investment option at any time subject to Super SA’s 
switching rules.

Responsible Investing
At Super SA, we understand our members are increasingly 
interested in how their superannuation is invested and are 
concerned with how those investments impact our broader 
community.

For more information about how Environmental, Social and 
Governance factors are considered within our investment 
portfolios please refer to the Responsible Investing section 
on our website. 

   NOTE: Unit prices are generally posted on the 
Super SA website each business day.

Socially Responsible Option
Super SA offers a Socially Responsible (SR) option that 
incorporates environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) factors and socially responsible principles into its 
investment decisions.

Super SA’s SR option invests in line with socially responsible 
investment criteria established by Funds SA. This includes a 
‘best-in-class’ approach to target the best companies in each 
economic sector according to MSCI ESG ratings, and a focus 
on renewable energy and social infrastructure. 

MSCI ESG ratings are on a 7-point scale from ‘AAA’ (leader) 
to ‘CCC’ (laggard). For more information, please see 
www.msci.com/our-solutions/esg-investing/esg-ratings. 

In both the Australian and International equities portfolio, 
companies must have an ESG rating of ‘A’ or above according 
to MSCI, to be eligible for investment in the SR option. Two 
additional rules apply to the international equities portfolio:

 - when building the portfolio, companies with the best 
ESG ratings (‘AAA’ and ‘AA’) are prioritised when filling 
the target weights in each sector; and

 - at each review, an ESG rating of ‘BB’ or above is required 
to remain in the SR option. This is to recognise that even 
leading companies can be impacted by changes in ESG 
expectations.

Furthermore, there are restrictions on investments in areas 
of high negative social impact, including investments that 
have the potential to cause or contribute to social harm such 
as tobacco, alcohol, gambling, fossil fuels, weapons, nuclear 
power, and adult entertainment. Revenue and product 
involvement (i.e. manufacturing, supply, and distribution) 
thresholds apply in some cases so that companies with 
multiple business activities are not excluded for very low 
involvement in areas of negative social impact. However, low 
revenue thresholds are set so that these activities can 
generally be avoided.

Funds SA implements it’s ESG investing strategy by engaging 
with investment managers to provide investors with 
exposure to a diversified portfolio with an emphasis on 
growth assets (such as shares and property).

https://www.msci.com/our-solutions/esg-investing/esg-ratings
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One of the most important concepts to consider when 
making an investment decision is that of risk and return. 
All investments, including super, have some level of risk.

As a Triple S member you should be aware that capital 
losses are possible, depending on the investment options you 
choose and their performance over time. This is due to the 
volatility of investment markets.

This volatility is a normal part of investing and can occur 
with monies you may have in other super funds, the share 
market and other types of investments.

Strategies have been developed for each option targeting 
the best balance of risk versus return. 

Each option has its own:

• Objective: what does the option aim to achieve?

•  Investment Time Horizon: what is the length of time 
needed to reach the earning potential of your investment?

• Risk: what is the relative risk involved in the option?

•  Asset Class Mix: what mix of investments makes up 
the option?

Each of Triple S’s investment options has a different level of 
risk and return, as shown in the table on the next page.

1   Growth assets include shares, certain types of property, private equity and 
other growth opportunities. The remainder of the funds are invested in 
defensive assets such as cash and fixed interest.

2   Previously named Conservative.

Risk and return of the Triple S investment options

Investment 
option

Target 
rate of 
return

Investment 
time 

horizon

Risk of  
negative  

return

Growth 
asset 

allocation 
ranges1

Cash
RBA 
cash 
rate

0+ years
On average less 
than 0.5 years 

in 20
0%

Capital 
Defensive

CPI + 
0.5% 2+ years

On average two  
to three years 

in 20
10 – 40%

Stable2 CPI + 
1.5% 4+ years

On average two 
to three years 

in 20
25 – 55%

Moderate CPI + 
2.5% 6+ years

On average 
three to four 
years in 20

40 – 70%

Balanced CPI + 
3.5% 10+ years

On average 
four to six years 

in 20
60 – 90%

Socially 
Responsible

CPI + 
3.0% 10+ years

On average 
four to six years 

in 20
55 – 85%

High 
Growth

CPI + 
4.5% 10+ years

On average 
four to six years 

in 20
70 – 100%

The investment objectives state what each option aims 
to achieve and are designed to help members with their 
investment decisions. The objectives have been developed 
having regard for the long-term performance and 
characteristics of financial markets and taking into account 
expert advice provided by specialist investment advisor 
JANA. There is no guarantee, however, that the objectives 
will be met. This is because financial markets are volatile and 
future returns may vary from returns earned in the past. 
Indeed, for funds with a high exposure to growth assets 
there is a material likelihood that returns may be negative in 
any particular year.

2. Risk and returns

  Let’s simplify the jargon
Yes, it may sound like a foreign language at times, but 
you can’t talk about investments without using at least 
some investment jargon. Please refer to the Glossary of 
terms section for more information.
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Expected range of return outcomes for Triple S 
investment options

For each investment option there is an expected range of 
annual returns. This varies between the options. 

The expected range of annual returns3 for the investment 
options are shown in the below graph.

Generally, the options that offer the highest potential long-
term returns also come with the widest range of returns 
including the possibility of negative returns. Options that 
offer the lowest potential long-term returns come with 
the narrowest range of returns and greatest likelihood of 
positive returns.
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Expected range of annual returns - Triple S4

3   There is approximately a 5% chance that the return in any given year could 
lie outside of this range.

4   For the 2022-23 financial year.

When choosing the investment options right for you, 
consider: 

 - your current financial position 

 - your age 

 - your estimated time of retirement 

 - how long your super will need to last 

 -  your attitude to accepting additional risk in seeking 
higher returns.

Risk of investment 

Some important risks are: 

 - Inflation: inflation may exceed the return you receive 
on your investment. 

 - Market: economic, technological, political or legal 
conditions may affect the value of investments. 
Market sentiment may also alter the value. 

 - Manager performance: the risk that individual 
investment managers underperform. 

 - Interest rates: changes in interest rates may also affect 
investment returns positively or negatively. 

 - Foreign currency: for overseas investments there is a 
risk that the value of other currencies may change in 
relation to the Australian dollar and reduce the value of 
the investment. 

 - Derivatives: derivatives are financial contracts used in 
the management of investments whose value depends 
on the value of specific underlying investments. Their 
value can fluctuate, sometimes away from the expected 
value, and they are also subject to counterparty risk. 

 - Counterparty risk: counterparty risk is the risk that 
an organisation contracted to provide an investment 
service is not able to do so. This may result in loss of 
value. 

 - Underlying investments: the value of each option’s 
underlying investments can rise as well as fall.

2. Risk and returns (continued)
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Some of the most common influences on underlying 
investments include: 

 - Australian shares: individual shares are affected by 
factors affecting the share market generally but also by 
the profits and expected profits of individual companies.

 - International shares: there are similar risks as for 
Australian shares. Additionally, they are affected by 
political factors and the currency exchange rate of the 
country where the shares are held.

 - Property: economic factors such as inflation and 
unemployment will affect the return on property, as well 
as the location and quality of the property itself.

 - Fixed interest investments: changes in interest rates, as 
well as the risk of loan repayment default, will result in a 
change in value of this investment.

Other risks specific to super investments include changes 
to super laws or taxation laws, which may affect the 
accessibility or value of your investment.

Performance and risk are closely linked when talking about 
investments. Generally, the investment options that offer the 
highest long term performance may also carry the highest 
level of short term risk, and vice versa.

3. Investment performance

How your investment option performs 

A rate of return is the amount of money your super earns 
over a specified period. Remember, returns may not always 
be positive. Depending on a number of factors, your 
investment can sometimes go down in value, just as it can go 
up. Volatility is a normal part of investing.

As an example, let’s look at the rates of return achieved for 
the Triple S Balanced option5 in the chart below.

Triple S Balanced (untaxed) annual returns  
(past 10 years) 

You can see from the chart that since 2012, annual returns 
for the Balanced option have ranged from a high of 21.63% to 
a low of -6.39%. These fluctuations can be expected from an 
investment option with a high allocation to growth assets, 
like the Balanced option. 

The investment objectives provide a guide to what each 
option aims to achieve. The Triple S Balanced option is 
expected to return 3.5% above CPI over an investment time 
horizon of at least 10 years. 

It is important to remember that past performance should 
not be taken as an indication of future performance.

5   Keep in mind that Triple S is an untaxed scheme, which means returns are 
reported without taking tax into account. Most other funds are taxed funds 
and report their investment earnings after tax.

2. Risk and returns (continued)
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4. What kind of investor are you?

Now you’re familiar with ‘risk and return’ and ‘investment 
performance’ the next step is to understand how much risk 
you’re prepared to take in order to get the return you want. 
This is called your risk tolerance. You can find out what yours 
is by working out your individual investor profile. Get started 
by answering these questions:

What are your goals for retirement?

This will help you work out how much money you’ll need 
when you retire. For example, if you plan to spend your 
time travelling overseas, you’ll need to factor in that extra 
expense.

What’s your current financial position?

Look at how much super you have, your sources of income 
and your ongoing expenses, such as mortgage payments. 
This will give you a good idea of where you are now and how 
much you’ll need to achieve your goals for retirement.

How long do you have before you plan to retire?

This will help you determine your investment time horizon so 
you can select an investment option that suits it best.

How much risk are you prepared to take to get a 
potentially higher return?

This is an important question. Even if you have years before 
you retire, investing in a high risk investment option might 
not be worth the potential returns if it’s going to keep you 
awake at night with worry.

For example, if you’re 55 and plan to retire at age 60, your 
investment time horizon is five years – although your 
investment time horizon may then be more than 20 years 
in retirement. 

If you’re 30 and you plan to retire at age 65, your investment 
time horizon is 35 years.

  Use the ‘Risk profiler’ calculator at  
supersa.sa.gov.au to find out what level of risk you may 
be comfortable with.

In Triple S you have a choice of the following investment 
options:

Investment options Your investor profile

Cash
 - Not comfortable taking risks

 - Prepared to accept lower returns 
for less risk

 - Investing for the short-term:  
0 to 2+ years

Capital Defensive

Stable

 - Prepared to accept moderate to 
low returns 

 - Comfortable with a low possibility 
of negative returns

 - Investing for the short to medium 
term: 4+ years

Moderate

 - Prepared to accept a moderate risk 
to potentially achieve moderate 
long-term returns 

 - Comfortable with a possibility of 
negative returns

 - Investing for the medium to long 
term: 6+ years

Balanced (default) 

Socially Responsible 

High Growth

 - Prepared to accept a higher risk to 
potentially achieve higher long-term 
returns 

 - Comfortable with a significant 
possibility of negative returns 

 - Investing for the long term: 10+ years
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Each investment option is made up of asset classes. An asset 
class can be something tangible like property or it can be 
something intangible like shares or fixed interest.

Funds SA manages the asset classes comprising the 
following investment options: High Growth, Socially 
Responsible, Balanced, Moderate, Stable, Capital Defensive 
and Cash. 

Growth asset classes

These include assets that aim to achieve higher returns over 
the long term but also carry higher risk. 

Returns may fluctuate widely and can sometimes be 
negative. Examples of growth assets include shares and 
certain types of property.

Defensive asset classes

These tend to deliver lower returns over the long term and 
carry less risk. While a negative return is possible, defensive 
asset classes typically provide a more stable series of lower 
positive returns. Examples of defensive assets include cash 
and fixed interest.

Mixed asset classes

Some asset classes such as property, diversified strategies 
income and diversified strategies growth can have both 
growth and defensive characteristics. 

Why is it important to have a mix of assets? 

Having all your eggs in one basket is not ideal, right? 
Well, the same applies to asset classes. 

By diversifying, or having your super invested in a number of 
asset classes, you reduce the risk of your investment losing 
value because poor performance in one asset class can 
potentially be offset by better performance in another.

The table overleaf lists the six main types of asset classes 
that you need to know about and the different levels of risk 
and return of each.

5. What are asset classes?
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Asset classes

Asset class Description Example Asset type Risk Return

Cash
These are investments in assets that can be 
cashed in quickly. An investment suitable for 
investors with a low risk tolerance.

Bank deposits, bank bills, 
term deposits and floating 
rate notes

Defensive Low Low

Fixed Interest

These investments are usually in the form of 
loans to governments or companies who pay 
a fixed rate of interest for the term of the loan. 
Returns tend to be better than cash over the 
long term, but lower than property and shares. 
Inflation linked securities have the additional 
feature of being linked to a measure of the 
general level of prices in Australia, such as CPI.

Government bonds, 
corporate bonds and 
inflation linked securities

Defensive
Low–

Moderate
Low–

Moderate

Diversified Strategies 
– Income

These are investments in domestic and 
international corporate bonds, emerging 
markets debt and absolute return products. 
Returns tend to fluctuate and can be negative.

Corporate bonds Mixed Moderate Moderate

Property

These are investments in unlisted property 
trusts and shares in listed property trusts 
on the share market. There’s potential for 
these property assets to provide moderate 
returns over the long term, however the value 
of the assets can fluctuate and returns can 
be negative.

Retail, commercial and 
industrial property Mixed Moderate Moderate

Shares (equities)

These are investments in companies listed 
or about to be listed on the Australian or 
international stock exchanges. Dividends provide 
income although they can’t be guaranteed. 
Share prices can fluctuate dramatically and 
returns can frequently be negative, which makes 
them high risk but there’s potential for high 
capital growth over the long term.

A stake or financial 
interest in an Australian 
or international company

Growth High High

Diversified Strategies 
– Growth

These are investments in a diverse range of 
assets, for example, private companies and 
infrastructure. Returns tend to fluctuate and 
can be negative. These assets carry a high level 
of risk.

Infrastructure Mixed High High

5. What are asset classes? (continued)
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6. Investment options

High Growth

This option is structured for investors with an investment time 
horizon of at least 10 years. Annual returns may be volatile.

Investment return objective6 CPI + 4.5%

Asset allocation

This option is invested in the range of 70 - 100% in growth assets 
(shares, certain types of property, private equity and other 
growth opportunities) and the balance in defensive assets (such 
as cash and fixed interest).

Strategic Asset 
Allocation7

Asset class % Range %

Australian Equities 26 10-40

International Equities 39 20-50

Property 16 5-30

Diversified Strategies Growth 10 0-20

Diversified Strategies Income 7 0-25

Inflation Linked Securities 0 0-10

Fixed Interest 0 0-15

Cash 2 0-20

Min suggested time frame 10 years

Summary risk level8
It is likely that a negative return 

might be expected to occur 
between four and six years in 20.

Risk classification High risk (Risk Band 6)8

Socially Responsible 

In this option, underlying investment managers actively 
incorporate the consideration of environmental, social and 
governance factors in their investment decisions and also avoid 
companies operating in areas of high negative social impact. 
This option is structured for investors with an investment time 
horizon of at least 10 years. Annual returns may be volatile.

Investment return objective9 CPI + 3.0%

Asset allocation

This option is invested in the range of 55 - 85% in growth assets 
(shares, certain types of property, private equity and other 
growth opportunities) and the balance in defensive assets (such 
as cash and fixed interest).

Strategic Asset 
Allocation7

Asset class % Range %

Australian Equities 28 15-40

International Equities 31 20-45

Property 14 0-30

Diversified Strategies Growth 7 0-25

Fixed Interest 17 5-30

Cash 3 0-20

Min suggested time frame 10 years

Summary risk level8
It is likely that a negative return 

might be expected to occur 
between four and six years in 20.

Risk classification High risk (Risk Band 6)8

6   The investment objectives state what each option aims to achieve and are 
designed to help investors with their investment decisions. The objectives 
have been developed having regard for the long term performance and 
characteristics of financial markets and taking into account expert advice 
provided by specialist investment advisor JANA. There is no guarantee, 
however that the objectives will be met. This is because financial markets 
are volatile and future returns may vary from returns earned in the past. 
Indeed, for funds with exposure to growth assets there is a material 
likelihood that returns may be negative in any particular year.

7   Long-Term Strategic Asset Allocation (LTSAA).
8  See Glossary of terms for more information about the Standard Risk Measure.

9  The use of socially responsible investment criteria in the construction of 
an investment portfolio may not necessarily result in higher investment 
returns, as particular opportunities are excluded by the responsible 
investment process.
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6. Investment options (continued)

Balanced (default)

This option is structured for investors with an investment 
time horizon of at least 10 years. Annual returns may 
be volatile.

Investment return objective6 CPI + 3.5%

Asset allocation

This option is invested in the range of 60 - 90% in growth 
assets (shares, certain types of property, private equity 
and other growth opportunities) and the balance in 
defensive assets (such as cash and fixed interest).

Strategic Asset 
Allocation7

Asset class % Range %

Australian Equities 23 10-40

International Equities 33 20-45

Property 12 0-25

Diversified Strategies 
Growth 8 0-20

Diversified Strategies 
Income 8 0-20

Inflation Linked Securities 5 0-15

Fixed Interest 8 0-25

Cash 3 0-20

Min suggested time frame 10 years

Summary risk level8

It is likely that a negative 
return might be expected 

to occur between four and  
six years in 20.

Risk classification High risk (Risk Band 6)8

Moderate

This option is structured for investors with an investment 
time horizon of at least six years. Annual returns may 
be volatile.

Investment return objective6 CPI + 2.5%

Asset allocation

This option is invested in the range of 40 - 70% in growth 
assets (shares, certain types of property, private equity 
and other growth opportunities) and the balance in 
defensive assets (such as cash and fixed interest).

Strategic Asset 
Allocation7

Asset class % Range %

Australian Equities 16 5-30

International Equities 24 10-35

Property 10 0-20

Diversified Strategies 
Growth 5 0-15

Diversified Strategies 
Income 13 0-25

Inflation Linked Securities 6 0-25

Fixed Interest 18 0-30

Cash 8 0-20

Min suggested time frame 6 years

Summary risk level8

It is likely that a negative 
return might be expected 

to occur between three and 
four years in 20.

Risk classification Medium to high risk 
(Risk Band 5)8

6   The investment objectives state what each option aims to achieve and are 
designed to help investors with their investment decisions. The objectives 
have been developed having regard for the long term performance and 
characteristics of financial markets and taking into account expert advice 
provided by specialist investment advisor JANA. There is no guarantee, 
however that the objectives will be met. This is because financial markets 
are volatile and future returns may vary from returns earned in the past. 
Indeed, for funds with exposure to growth assets there is a material 
likelihood that returns may be negative in any particular year.

7   Long-Term Strategic Asset Allocation (LTSAA).
8  See Glossary of terms for more information about the Standard Risk Measure.
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6. Investment options (continued)

Stable

This option is structured for investors with an investment 
time horizon of at least four years. Annual returns may 
be volatile.

Investment return objective6 CPI + 1.5%

Asset allocation

This option is invested in the range of 25 - 55% in growth 
assets (shares and certain types of property) and the 
balance in defensive assets (such as cash and fixed 
interest).

Strategic Asset 
Allocation7

Asset class % Range %

Australian Equities 9 0-20

International Equities 15 5-25

Property 7 0-20

Diversified Strategies 
Growth 12 0-25

Diversified Strategies 
Income 17 5-30

Inflation Linked Securities 4 0-20

Fixed Interest 22 10-35

Cash 14 0-25

Min suggested time frame 4 years

Summary risk level8

It is likely that a negative 
return might be expected 
to occur between two and 

three years in 20.

Risk classification Medium risk (Risk Band 4)8

Capital Defensive

This option is structured for investors with an investment 
time horizon of at least two years. Annual returns may 
be volatile.

Investment return objective6 CPI + 0.5%

Asset allocation

This option is invested in the range of 10 - 40% in growth 
assets (shares and certain types of property) and the 
balance in defensive assets (such as cash and fixed 
interest).

Strategic Asset 
Allocation7

Asset class % Range %

Australian Equities 5 0-15

International Equities 7 0-20

Property 6 0-20

Diversified Strategies 
Growth 12 0-25

Diversified Strategies 
Income 13 0-25

Inflation Linked Securities 5 0-20

Fixed Interest 34 20-45

Cash 18 0-30

Min suggested time frame 2 years

Summary risk level8

It is likely that a negative 
return might be expected 
to occur between two and 

three years in 20.

Risk classification Medium risk (Risk Band 4)8

6   The investment objectives state what each option aims to achieve and are 
designed to help investors with their investment decisions. The objectives 
have been developed having regard for the long term performance and 
characteristics of financial markets and taking into account expert advice 
provided by specialist investment advisor JANA. There is no guarantee, 
however that the objectives will be met. This is because financial markets 
are volatile and future returns may vary from returns earned in the past. 
Indeed, for funds with exposure to growth assets there is a material 
likelihood that returns may be negative in any particular year.

7   Long-Term Strategic Asset Allocation (LTSAA).
8  See Glossary of terms for more information about the Standard Risk Measure.
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Cash

An investment for investors with a low risk tolerance.

Investment return objective6 RBA cash rate

Asset allocation

This option is invested in 100% Cash.

Strategic Asset Allocation7

Asset class %

Cash 100

Min suggested time frame 0 years

Summary risk level8

It is likely that a negative 
return might be expected 

to occur less than  
0.5 years in 20.

Risk classification Very low risk (Risk Band 1)8

6. Investment options (continued)

6   The investment objectives state what each option aims to achieve and are 
designed to help investors with their investment decisions. The objectives 
have been developed having regard for the long term performance and 
characteristics of financial markets and taking into account expert advice 
provided by specialist investment advisor JANA. There is no guarantee, 
however that the objectives will be met. This is because financial markets 
are volatile and future returns may vary from returns earned in the past. 
Indeed, for funds with exposure to growth assets there is a material 
likelihood that returns may be negative in any particular year.

7   Long-Term Strategic Asset Allocation (LTSAA).
8   See Glossary of terms for more information about the Standard 

Risk Measure.
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7. Investment switches

The Super SA Board may add, close, or make changes to 
investment options at any time following consultation with 
Funds SA. Super SA will notify you of any significant change.

Switching options
It’s important to do your homework before changing or 
switching investment options. 

Your super is automatically invested in the default 
investment option – Balanced – where it remains unless you 
make a switch.

When you have been a member for some time you will have 
some super in your current account balance. You can switch 
this to one of the other seven investment options or you can 
choose to invest it across any combination of the available 
investment options, providing the total is equal to 100%. 

To switch your investment option, visit our online member 
portal at supersa.sa.gov.au.

Other things you need to know when you switch:

 -  If you switch from one investment option to another, the 
unit price applied to the switch could be higher or lower 
than the current unit price of both the option you’re 
currently invested in and your new investment option.

 - No additional investment switches can be  processed 
online until the previous investment switch has been 
completed.

 - There is no switch fee to change your investment 
options or for redirecting future contributions.

Rebalancing 
If you choose to invest percentages of your super across 
more than one investment option for your current account 
balance or future contributions, it’s important to be aware 
that the percentage allocations will change over time, even 
if you do nothing. 

This happens because investment returns in each investment 
option can increase or decrease depending on market 
fluctuations, so the allocation of your total account balance 
will change from the initial percentage breakdown you 
nominated. 

If you want to maintain the percentage allocations that 
you’ve nominated, you can rebalance your account at any 
time. 

Because rebalancing does not happen automatically, to 
rebalance your super to once again match the percentage 
allocations you originally requested, you can visit our online 
member portal.

Variations to switching
In the event of a significant variation in the value of the fund, 
the Chief Executive may freeze the processing of exits and 
switches until such time as the Super SA Board determines 
an appropriate course of action. The new unit price will come 
into effect from midnight on the day before the freeze was 
invoked.

Where a member’s election to change investment options 
results in an advantage to that member to the detriment 
of the other members of the scheme, the Super SA Board’s 
delegate may withhold processing of that member’s election.

 Switching timeframes
The unit price applied to a switch will represent the 
market value of an investment option calculated 
after the switch is received. 

A request to switch your current account balance 
that is received before 5pm on a business day will 
generally take effect on the third business day 
following the date of receipt. Check the Super SA 
website for any variation to this.

If you change your mind and wish to stop an 
investment switch going ahead you will need to 
let us know in writing by 5pm on the day that your 
switch is lodged otherwise it will proceed.

You can also choose to invest your future 
contributions and rollovers across any combination 
of the available investment options, providing the 
total is equal to 100%. This is called redirecting 
future contributions. 
A switch made to future contributions and rollovers 
will take effect from the time it is processed 
(switches made to future contributions via the 
member portal will take effect immediately). 
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8. Additional information

General Information and Financial Advice

Getting good financial planning advice is an essential part of 
making the right investment choices. As a Triple S member, 
you have the option of calling Super SA’s Member Services 
team for general information, or for personal financial 
planning advice, speaking with a professional financial 
planner. 

Member Services

Member Services is a good place to start when you’re looking 
for ways to make the most of your investment in super. 
And it’s free.

Member Services can’t give you personal financial advice 
but can help you make informed decisions about your super, 
like explaining the investment options available to you and 
resources to help you choose an investment option.

To speak to our Member Services team, call 1300 369 315.

Member Education team

Super SA’s Member Education team are a dedicated team 
whose sole purpose is to educate Super SA members and 
agencies. The Member Education team regularly release 
articles and videos to keep you up to date. Super SA 
members gain access to online and in-person seminars 
which explain the complex superannuation landscape in 
easily understandable sessions. Super SA understands that 
sometimes it’s easier for us to come to you, so we facilitate 
worksite visits which can range from a one off seminar 
to a complete series. To book one of Super SA’s highly 
experienced and qualified Member Education team members 
please contact superbookings@sa.gov.au.

Personal financial planning advice

You are encouraged to seek professional advice in relation to 
your financial planning needs.

Disclaimer

The information in this document is intended to help you 
understand your entitlements in Triple S. Super SA does its 
best to make sure the information is accurate and up to date. 
However, you need to be aware that it may not include all the 
technical details relevant to the topic. For the complete rules 
of Triple S, please refer to the Southern State Superannuation 
Act 2009 and Southern State Superannuation Regulations 2009. 
The Act and accompanying Regulations set out the rules 
under which Triple S is administered and entitlements are 
paid. You can access a copy from the Super SA website.

Triple S is an exempt public sector superannuation scheme 
and is not regulated by the Australian Securities and 
Investments Commission (ASIC) or the Australian Prudential 
Regulation Authority (APRA). Super SA is not required to 
hold an Australian Financial Services Licence to provide 
general advice about Triple S.

The information in this document is of a general nature 
only and has been prepared without taking into account 
your objectives, financial situation or needs. Super SA 
recommends that before making any decisions about Triple S 
you consider the appropriateness of this information in 
the context of your own objectives, financial situation and 
needs, read the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) and seek 
financial advice from a licensed financial adviser in relation 
to your financial position and requirements. 

Super SA and the State Government disclaim all liability for 
all claims, losses, damages, costs or expenses whatsoever 
(including consequential or incidental loss or damage), 
which arise as a result of or in connection with any use of, or 
reliance upon, any information in this document.
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9. Glossary of terms

Now let’s look at some important investment terms and their 
meanings:

Asset classes These are the types of 
investments that make up the 
option(s) your super is invested 
in. Each asset class has its 
own particular risk and return 
characteristics.

Consumer Price Index 
(CPI)

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is 
a measure of household inflation 
and includes statistics about 
price change for categories of 
household expenditure.

Investment return 
objective

The investment objectives 
state what each option aims to 
achieve. Unfortunately, there 
are no guarantees with investing 
so the objective should only be 
used as a guide when making a 
decision about your investments. 
Each of Super SA’s investment 
options has a different 
investment objective expressed 
over a particular investment 
time horizon.

The investment objective is 
expressed as a target return 
above the CPI rate, except in the 
case of Cash. For the Cash option 
the target return is the Reserve 
Bank of Australia cash rate.

Investment time horizon This is the expected length 
of time it may take for an 
investment option to achieve 
its investment objective with a 
reasonable likelihood.

Return This is the amount of money 
your super earns. Returns 
may not always be positive. 
Depending on a number of 
factors, your investment can 
sometimes go down in value, just 
as it can go up.

Risk and volatility This is the possibility that 
your super may fall in value or 
earn less than you expected. 
All investing involves trade-
offs between risk and return. 
Typically the more risk, the 
higher the potential returns. The 
less risk, the lower the potential 
returns. There is also a risk that 
your super may fall in value, earn 
less than expected or experience 
a negative return.

Volatility relates to fluctuations 
in returns. For riskier investment 
options, returns may fluctuate 
greatly.

Standard risk measure10 This is a measure of risk that 
allows members to compare 
investment options. The risk 
measure expresses risk as the 
number of negative annual 
returns likely over any 20 year 
period.

10  The Standard Risk Measure is based on industry guidance to allow 
members to compare investment options that are expected to deliver a 
similar number of negative annual returns over any twenty year period. 
The Standard Risk Measure is not a complete assessment of all forms of 
investment risk, for instance, it does not detail the likely size of a negative 
return or the potential for a positive return less than a member may require 
to meet their financial goals. It also does not take into account the impact 
of administration fees and tax on a negative return. Members should 
ensure they are comfortable with the risks and potential losses associated 
with chosen investment options.



We’re happy to help, give us a call, send us an 
email or book an appointment.

Member  By appointment only   
Services  Ground Floor, 151 Pirie Street 
   (enter from Pulteney Street)  

 Adelaide SA 5000

Post   GPO Box 48, Adelaide SA 5001

Email  supersa@sa.gov.au

Call   1300 369 315

Web  supersa.sa.gov.au

ABN (Triple S) 40 651 037 780

USI (Triple S)  4065 1037 7800 01
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